ID06 cards for third country citizens
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1. Third country citizens employed by SWEDISH COMPANY
1.1 Third country citizens that has a residence or a working permit from the Swedish Migration Agency
Swedish companies based in Sweden can register ID06 cards to third-country nationals who have residence and
work permits issued by the Swedish Migration Agency.
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the individual’s EU residence permit card or work and residence permit from the
Swedish Migration Agency with the decision that the individual is permitted to work in
Sweden.
•

It can on the card or the approved documentation also inform that the individual has a
permanent residence permit which means that the individual automatically has a permanent
work permit. With other words, a permanent residence permit is equal a permanent work
permit.

•

The ID06 card’s validity shall be equal to the Swedish Migration Agency decision concerning
the validity of the work and residence permits if Swedish coordination number exists - If
there is no coordination number, the ID06 card will be issued for a maximum of 6 months.

Note: According to Swedish legislation, a Swedish company is not allowed to employ persons with an
EU residence permit card from a country other than Sweden and consequently cannot get an ID06
card issued. The exception is long-term residence in the EU. (The exception is long-term 'long-term
residence' in the EU, see point 1.3)

1.2 Third country citizen that has applied for a prolonged work and residence permit
Third country citizens that has had a work and residence permits in Sweden for at least six months and has
applied for an extension of the work permit during this time, is also allowed to work in Sweden during the waiting
period until the application is processed by the Swedish Migration Agency, which can take up to two years.
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• The earlier work permit that has ceased to be valid and the Swedish Migration Agency written
confirmation that they have received the application for the extension of the working permit.
• The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of two years from the date that is given on the
Swedish Migration Agency written confirmation that they have received the new application and if
Swedish coordination number exists - If there is no coordination number, the ID06 card will be issued
for a maximum of 6 months.
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1.3 Third country citizen that are Long-term residence
A third country citizen that can show a EU residence permit card issued in another EU country where it is
indicated that he or she has the status of Long-term residence* are exempted the demands of a work permit in
Sweden. However, there is a requirement for a Swedish residence permit if the person is to stay for a longer
than 3 months in Sweden.
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the EU residence permit card with Long-term residence indicated on the card
• The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of five years if Swedish residence permit and
coordination number exists - If there is no Swedish residence permit and coordination number, the
ID06 card will be issued for a maximum of 3 months.
.
1.4 Family members to a EU citizen or a long-term residence
1.4.1

Third-country nationals who are family members * to an EU citizen or to a Long-term residence (longterm resident) living in Sweden are exempt from work permit requirements.

Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the EU citizen's passport or the Long-term residence permit issued in Sweden by the Migration
agency with Long-term residence (permanent resident) stated.
• Photo on the applicant's family member's residence permit issued by the Swedish Migration Board.
(work permit does not need to be stated on the residence permit)
• ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of five year if Swedish residence permit and
coordination number exists - If there is no Swedish residence permit and coordination number, the
ID06 card will be issued for a maximum of 3 months.

1.4.2. Family member without residence permit card can have ID06 card issued to them, but with a shorter
validity of three month.
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the EU citizen’s passport or the long-term residence residence permit card with Long-term
residence issued on the card.
• The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of up to 3 months.
* The Swedish Migration Agency definition of a family member is a wife, husband or partner, their children or the
partners children (no matter the age) or their parents or the partners parent or is part of your or your partner's
household or if it is for serious health reasons that you personally take care of the family member.

1.5 Third country citizen who is a university student in Sweden
Students that have a residence permit in Sweden for studying at a university, have the right to work without a
work permit during the validity of the residence permit.
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the student’s residence permit card, issued with “Student” on the card and it doesn’t need
the status of “Right to work”.
• The ID06 card can be issued with the same validity that is issued on the residence permit card if
Swedish coordination number exists - If there is no coordination number, the ID06 card will be issued
for a maximum of 6 months.
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2. Third country citizen employed in FOREIGN COMPANY
2.1 Third-country nationals with the right to work in Sweden for a limited time:
Foreign companies domiciled in an EU / EEA country other than Sweden may register ID06 cards to thirdcountry nationals who have EU residence permit cards that are issued with Residence Permit (residence
permit) issued with at least one years of validity and also stated with the right to work or other text. with the
same meaning, English or in the country's own language on the front or back. With the EU residence permit
card, the posted third-country national has the right to work in Sweden for 3 months.
However, if a Swedish EU residence permit card also has been issued by the Swedish Migration agency, then the ID06 card can be issued
for a longer period, the validity period of the ID06 card is then governed by the validity of the A1 certificate and by whether the
coordination number exists.
EU card indicated by Permanent Residence Permit also applies and doesn’t need to be stated with the right to work. That right is included
in a Permanent Residence Permit.

Foreign citizens employed by foreign companies has the requirement to have A1 certificate or a confirmation of the
application for A1 issued by the authority of the country the third-country national is posted from. If a confirmation of the
application is enclosed instead of the A1 certificate then the order must then be supplemented with A1 certificate by the
client within 3 months.
According to EU regulations, it is not allowed for companies to post other people than their own employees. The company
that posts the employee to Sweden must therefore also be stated on the A1 certificate as the person´s employer.

Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the third country citizen's EU Residence Permit card front and back indicated by Residence
Permit and Work Permit and issued with at least one years of validity. It must be a clear photograph
on the front and back of the EU residence permit card, photocopy will not be accepted.
• Copy of A1 certificate or confirmation of application of A1 certificate is a requirement.
• ID06 cards can be issued with a maximum validity of 3 months during a 6 month period. - This
means that a new ID06 card can only be issued 3 months after the previous 3 months ID06 card
expires.
Note: No other document is accepted for verification of posted third-country nationals' right to be posted to Sweden for work
other than an EU residence permit card.

Information on ID06 requirements for EU residence and work permit cards:
ID06 does not accept documents other than the EU residence permit card stated with the right to work with
validity of at least one year for verification of third-country national's residence in the EU country from which
they are posted. It is then that national legislation that applies to the right of third-country nationals to work in
another EU country and Swedish legislation requires that the third-country national be resident in the EU country
from which they are posted.
Swedish legislation states in the Aliens Regulation chapters 5, 2 §, 4 p:
“For the period of temporary work in progress for a foreigner residing in an EEA State but not an EEA national or
national in Switzerland, if the foreign national has the right to work and reside in that country and is employed
by a company in that country and on behalf of the company shall work temporarily in Sweden in connection with
a contract or similar. "
A third-country national with the right to work in an EU country for a short limited time is by definition not
resident in that EU country.
Accordingly, ID06 will not accept documents that are in violation of Swedish legislation, as a stay for short-term
employment in another EU / EEA country, nor will VISA D be accepted. None of those documents give the right
to third-country nationals to be posted from another EU / EEA country for work in Sweden.
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EXAMPLE OF EU RESIDENCE PERMIT CARD - SAME LAYOUT IN ALL EU COUNTRIES.

No document other than EU residence permit card accepted with right to work and issued with a minimum period of one
year validity and issued by the Migration Authority in the EU country to which the posting foreign company has its seat is not
accepted. The above gives an example of what an EU residence permit card issued in Estonia looks like and the EU residence
permit card has the same layout in all EU countries. The front page states a temporary residence permit in English with a
validity of 5 years (at least one year is a requirement) The reverse indicates LUBATUD TÖÖTADA in Estonian with the meaning
RIGHT TO WORK.
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2.2 A third country citizen that is a specialist in an international group: Can work temporarily in Sweden for the
group for a shorter time than one year without a work permit. It must be proven that the company, that orders
the ID06 card to the third country citizen, is part of a group. The third country citizens specialist’s knowledge
shall be written and saved together with the application forms.
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the third country citizens employment agreement stated with the individual’s specialist
knowledge or profession and documents that shows that the company is part of a group.
• The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of one year.

2.3 A third country citizen with the profession of being a fitter or technical instructor and in connection with
an urgent installation or repair of machines, for as long as two months: Are excepted from a work permit.
The cause for the work shall be of a crises situation. This means that something unpredicted has happened
which requires fast measures
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• The profession of third-country citizens and the geographical location of the workplace must be stated.
The ordering Swedish company and contact person for the urgent work must also be stated in the ID06
application and saved together with the application documents.
• The ID06 card can be issued with a maximum validity of two months.

2.4 Third-country citizens who, in the context of a business settlement, are required to carry out tests, prepare
or end deliveries on a construction site for a total of three months during a period of 12 months.
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• The profession of third-country nationals and the geographical location of the workplace must be
stated. The ordering Swedish company and contact person for the business agreement must also
be stated in the application to ID06 and saved together with the application documents.
• The ordering company may specify the time frame for when they will be active in Sweden and
ID06 cards may be issued with a total period of validity of 3 months during a 12 month period.
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3 Third country citizen as self-employment
Note: the following applies only to the person who is self-employed and, consequently, not to third-country
nationals the self-employed person may have as employees.
3.1 Third country citizen who is going to work for a longer time than three months to start and operate as sole
trader or become a part-owner of a company, must have a Swedish residence permit. It does not have to be
stated with the status of ”Right to work”.
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the third country citizen’s residence permit issued by the Swedish Migration Board.
• ID06 card can be issued with the same validity as stated on the residence permit if the coordination
number exists - If coordination number is missing the ID06 card can be issued for a maximum of 6 months.
• Swedish F-tax is required in the same way as for all companies in the ID06 system.
3.2 Third country citizen who is a sole trader in his homeland and is going to work for a shorter time than three
months in Sweden does not need a residence permit. For work shorter than three months, some citizens must
have a visa. Click on the following link to see which citizens are obliged to have visas:
https://www.government.se/government-policy/migration-and-asylum/list-of-foreign-citizens-who-requirevisa-for-entry-into-sweden/
Documentation attached digitally with the card order:
• Photo on the third country citizen’s visa (if visa is required).
• ID06 cards can be issued with a maximum validity of 3 months during a 6 month period. - This
means that a new ID06 card can only be issued 3 months after the previous 3 months ID06 card
expires.
• Swedish F-tax is required in the same way as for all companies in the ID06 system.
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